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Plans for ISCRAM2010 are now well underway. We have decided upon the theme Defining Crisis
Management 3.0. Our aim is to look forward at the conference and consider how our rapidly changing
technologies may change the way that we respond to crises in our ever more interconnected world. As
always the conference will be multidisciplinary drawing together perspectives from across all sociotechnological domains. Human behaviours are as important to us as the technologies that enable us to
share information and situation assessments quickly and in increasing volumes.
The conference will involve the following standing tracks:



Humanitarian Actions and Operations



Collaboration and Social Networking



Human-Computer Interaction including GIS Interfaces



Intelligent systems



Technologies, Tools and Demos



Standardization and Ontologies



Planning, Foresight, and/or Risk Analysis



Research Methods



Open Track

In addition there will be a special track organised by the University of Washington Conference on Safety
and Security Education & Research (SASER):



Safety and Security Education (SASER)

If you who have attended ISCRAM in the past, please send any suggestions, general or specific, of ideas
for improving ISCRAM2010 over the high standards set in previous years; if you have not, please
consider adding your perspective and expertise to this growing international event. The strength of
ISCRAM is its community, our continuing wide ranging discussions and the way we all contribute to the
shaping of our activities. Contact us on iscram2010@iscram.org

Rough Schedule of Important Dates
th

Although this is our 7 ISCRAM, the ISCRAM association is young; its first elected Board barely formed.
Thus, while we have some well advanced ideas of what ISCRAM2010 will look like, we hope to involve
you, the attendees, in planning the event. The dates below are still rough, but they should serve to set
expectations. And be warned -- key dates for submission will be advanced over those in previous years.
Early July 2009:

Call for special sessions, events, workshops, tutorials issued.

End July 2009:

Proposals for special events due (special sessions, special events, workshops,
tutorials)

Mid August:

Call for papers issued

Mid Nov 2009:

Submission of full research papers.

Early Jan 2010:

Acceptances or otherwise of full papers announced.

Mid Jan 2010:

Submission of work in progress papers, demos and posters.

Early Feb 2010:

Closing date for applications for doctoral consortium, and any workshops or tutorials
which require separate registration and pre-event communications.

Mid Feb 2010:

Acceptances or otherwise of work in progress papers, demos and posters announced.
Notification of acceptance of places at doctoral consortium and other workshops with
limited registration.

End Feb 2010:

Final submission of all accepted papers, full or otherwise, for inclusion in the
proceedings. Note that by this date at least one of the authors of each paper will
need to have registered.

Mar 21, 2010:

Early registration deadline.

May 2-5, 2010:

ISCRAM2010 conference.

Further details of ISCRAM2010, as they become clear, will be published on www.iscram.org and through
its discussion and mailing lists.
We look forward to seeing you in Seattle
Mark Haselkorn, Conference Chair
Simon French, Programme Chair
and the ISCRAM Board of Directors
(iscram2010@iscram.org)

